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Compromise Definition of Compromise by Merriam-Webster A compromise is a situation in which people accept something slightly different from what they really want, because of circumstances or because they are considering the wishes of other people. Encourage your child to reach a compromise between what he wants and what you want. [ + between] compromise Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary Definition of compromise written for English Language Learners from the Merriam-Webster Learner's Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and . New improvements and best practices for account security and . From Middle French compromis, from Medieval Latin, Late Latin compromissum ("a compromise, originally a mutual promise to refer to arbitration"), prop. neuter Compromised: Clinton, Bush and the CIA - Terry Reed, John . 6 Aug 2018 . In an effort to improve the safety of its users, GitHub is now alerting them whenever it detects their passwords have been compromised. Compromise - Wikipedia A computer security term, to “compromise” a computer means to break into it or crack it without authorization. Often, however, Information Security companies are compromise - Wiktionary Synonyms for compromised at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for compromised. Help! I think my LastPass account has been compromised! Compromise definition is - settlement of differences by arbitration or by consent reached by mutual concessions. How to use compromise in a sentence. Compromised Define Compromised at Dictionary.com Define compromised. compromised synonyms, compromised pronunciation, compromised translation, English dictionary definition of compromised. n. 1. a. COMPROMISED If you're running your own server, here are some things to keep track of regularly. Any unusual activity might indicate that your server has been compromised. Compromised by Heidi Ayarbo - Goodreads 31 Jul 2018 . Finding compromised passwords and two-factor recovery checkups. Compromised Microsoft Account Help Hacked . - Xbox Support A card is deemed compromised when its information may have been exposed to a third party without your authorization. This happens after you use it at a . Get back into your Microsoft account if it's been compromised. Compromise and compromise are two words that are very close in spelling and pronunciation, but have very different meanings. We will look at the differing word meaning - her office database has been compromised - English . Synonyms for compromise at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for compromise. Compromised accounts – Kik Help Center Get the mug. Get a compromised mug for your Facebook friend Callisto. That Rumsey-nater let everyone rob me blind, being ,he has compromised every thing. compromise (verb) definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary If you think your Microsoft account has been hacked, find out how to secure your account and check for unauthorized activity. Compromise dictionary definition compromise defined compromise definition: 1. past simple and past participle of compromised2. to accept that you will reduce your demands or change your opinion in order to reach (verb)? compromise (verb) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. Compromise definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary [ I ] to reduce your demands in order to reach an agreement: compromise (with sb) on sth They compromised with the HR department on the details of the appraisal system. [ I or T ] to risk harming something: compromise (on) sth I believe it can be done without compromising on safety or service, he said. compromise Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary 29 Aug 2018 . If your Microsoft account has been compromised, it means that someone might be using your account to access your personal info or send . Wörterbuch :: compromised :: Englisch-Deutsch-Übersetzungen verb. to settle (a dispute) by making concessions. (tr) to expose (a person or persons) to disrepute. (tr) to prejudice unfavourably weaken his behaviour compromised his chances. compromise - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com Complied: Clinton, Bush and the CIA [ Terry Reed, John Cummings ] on Amazon.com. "FREE" shipping on qualifying offers. Argues that Presidents Clinton Compromised Synonyms, Compromised Antonyms Thesaurus.com If you're concerned that your LastPass account may have been compromised but still have access to your account, please see LastPass and do the following . How To Tell If Your Server Has Been Compromised English-Deutsch-Übersetzungen für compromised im Online-Wörterbuch . Compromise - Definition for English-Language Learners from . Compromise comes from the Latin compromissum, which means mutual promise. It can be a noun or a verb. If you compromise with your lab partner over how to do something, you let one of you give up part of their demand. In arguments, compromise is a concept of finding a compromise card: what does this mean? - Popular - Help Center If you can still login to your Kik account, and you think it's been compromised, you should change your password right away. If your Compromise Synonyms, Compromise Antonyms Thesaurus.com Definition of compromised in the Definitions.net dictionary. Information and translations of
compromised in the most comprehensive dictionary definitions